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February w$s just the reverse of January in clear sky time 
with only 19% of the total daylight hours coronal# Again, 
roughly 5/6 of the coronal sky was class I or II. The new 
data reduction system appears to be operating satisfactorily 
now that a few minor bugs have been worked out of it. The 
time needed to reduce a survey is a little longer than we 
expected - being about 2\ hours for two people. But with 
experience we should be able to cut this time somewhat* Very 
few surveys have been shot inis period, so we have not reduced 
very much data by the new method and have not5 therefore, 
really given it a good test. It is contemplated now that 
Climax will begin routine reduction of all coronal data on 
8 March, with spot checks on our results carried out on the 
microdensitometer In Boulder*
Joe Rush spent three days at Climax near the middle of the 
month continuing hhe thougough go-through of the coronagraph 
optics that he began last fall. The primary system is now 
aligned, and some work was Cone on the secondary optics.
This work Is extremely difficult in the winter cold, and is 
further hampered by a number of unforeseen problems existing 
in the .instruant that must be remedied before the alignment 
can be carried on*
On 27 February our new maintenance man jegan work on an 8 hour 
day, Vo hour week basis. His name is Frank Sanchez, he lives 
in Leadville, and was out of work because of the closing down 
of the AS&R smelter in Leadville where he had worked for the 
last 10 years*
On 28 February Bob James left to spend two weeks working with 
the observers at Sacramento Peak. This is a move that has 
been talked about for years, but never really tried oefore*
Bob and Howard and I are all very hopeful that it will be as 
profitable as we anticipate.
The coronagraph observations for the ronth are rather meager:
Green Survey: 3 good, 2 more partial surveys. The comparison

surveys have been discontinued for the time being
Red Survey: b good; 2 APR surveys were attempted through cirrus 

but were no good*
Iron Series: 1 good.
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Long Prominences 1 good*
7772-^-5 Spicules s Exploratory woi»k was uone on these three

lines, and the program is largely worked 
out now.

No activity was observed during the month that amounted to much, 
including a scarcity of prominences ox any size at all. Hence, 
the active region programs did not get a work-out.
No furter work whs done on the big dome, and the K-Coronameter 
remains out of operation.
The Flare Patrol experienced somewhat more sky time than the 
coronagraph during the month, and roughly 1500 feet of film 
came off the camera. More testing and discussions took place, 
but for the most part we are now awaiting the arrival of either 
the film or the suppressor plates or both. An attempt to 
monitor the filter bandpass by feeding light from the filter 
to the spectrograph through a piece of bent lucite was un
successful on a first try, but the work will be continued*
On February 5 we took the last readings on the nuclei counter 
for Kline at the weather bureau, and since chat time the counter 
has been operated by the two wives, Mary Richey and Mary Lou 
James, for Lew C/rant. We did seem to see a very sudden, very 
large, and short-lived increase in counts on Bowen’s key day of
20 January. The increase lasted perhaps 8 hours. We have no 
information from K'line yet on what his other stations detected.
I guess that sums it up for a short and poor observing month*
We have been getting s. lot more snow lately, and March Is coming 
in like a lion. It still is an extremely dry winter, though - 
we are seven feet behind last year in total snowfall.


